This paper examines the role of dependence analysis in defimng bindingtime analyses (BTAs) for imperative programs and in establishing that such BTAs are safe. In particular, we are concerned with characterizing safety conditions under which a program specialize that uses the results of a BTA is guaranteed to terminate.
Introduction
(see also [13, pp. 501-502] , [9, pp. 337], and [7, pp. 299 
]):
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This choice is unfortunate because it causes the specialization phase to enter an infinite @op, creatis pecialized program points offlhe form (W,X2) and (U,X2) for the infinitely many values X2 that X2 may take on.
Although this problem has been addressed via the "termination analyses" of Hoist [4] and Jones et al. [7, Chapter 14] , the methods developed are targeted for data domains that are bounded (i. e., data domains for which there is an ordering on values such that, for each value v, there is a finite number of values less than v). Natural numbers and list structures are examples of bounded data domains, but integers are an unbounded data domain. This is one indication that some central aspect of the problem has been overlooked.
Jones calls the process of classifying a variable occurrence (such as X2 at v) as dynamic when congruence would allow it to be classified as static a form of generalization [7] .
Our work takes a different approach: rather than focusing on intensional concepts, such as congruence, we introduce semantic (i. e., extensional) definitions for concepts such as "staticness", "dynamicness", "finiteness", and "infiniteness". This allows us to give a firm semantic foundation to some heretofore only informally defined concepts, such as "static-infinite computation" and "bounded static variation".
(In contrast with previous work, by our definitions X2 at v would never be classified as "static".) We then give intensional definitions (in the form of binding-time analyses) that safely approximate the extensional definitions.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
q We give a semantic characterization of when a BTA is safe.
Safety is formalized via semantic characterizations of the statements in a program P along two dimensions: static versus dynamic, and finite versus injinite.
(The sets of P's program points that meet these conditions are denoted by Static(P), Dynamic(P), Finite(P), and Infinite(P), respectively.) Three different kinds of static vertices are defined: strongly static, weakly static, and borzizdedly varying.
All strongly static vertices are weakly static, and all weakly static vertices are boundedly varying. A BTA is safe when S(P), the set of P's program points that are identified by the BTA as being specializable, is a subset of Static(P) n Finite(P). This formalizes the previously informal notion of "a BTA for which the specialization phase terminates, assuming that the program contains no static-infinite computations".
-With a conditionally safe BTA, S(P) G Static(P The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section we present an overview of the structure and semantics of program representation graphs. In Section 3, we define the properties of staticness and finiteness based on the PRG semantics.
In Section 4, we use these properties to characterize BTAs as safe, conditionally safe, and unsafe. In Section 5, we present three BTAs based on program slicing. Section 6 discusses related work.
The PRG:
A Representation that Formalizes Dependence
In this section we present the program representation graph (PRG), an intermediate form in which control dependence are represented explicitly.
The structure of PRGs is discussed in Section 2. 1; a semantics for PRGs is presented in Section 2.2.
The Structure of PRGs
The PRG is a dependence graph that represents a standard imperative language without procedures, in which programs consist of the following statements: assignments, conditionals (if,), loops (while), input (read), and output (write). The language provides only scalar variables, which may be of type integer, real, or boolean.
The PRG of program P is a directed graph G (P)= (V, E) where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. V(G) includes a unique Entry vertex, zero or mc,re Initialize vertices, and vertices that represent the statements and predicates of the program. E(G) consists of data and control dependence edges defined in the usual manner % vertices: for variables defined within ar~if statement that are used before being defined after the if $,~~c, vertices : for variabIes defined within a loop and used before being defined within the loop; $,X,( vertices : for variables defined within a loop and used before being defined after the loop; $~vertices : for variables used before being defined within the true branch of an if statement; $F vertices : for variables used before being defined within the false branch of an if statement;
%OPYvertices : for variables used within a loop and not defined within it. @W,,jl,, vertices : for variables used within a loop and redefined within it.
With each kind of vertex, we assume there is an appropriate set of access functions to predecessor vertices. In the example above, the r$s,flfe, vertex has two data 1A control dependence edge from vertex u to vertex v with label L 6 ( T , F } in the PRG represents the condition that whenever a evaluates to L, v is guaranteed to execute assuming (1) VertexFunc is the domain of mappings to which the meaning of a PRG belongs. For a given PRG G, the meaning is the least mapping f e VertexFunc that satisfies the following recursive equation (see Figure 2 ): f= ki.1.v. E~ (i,v,f ) where EG is the conditional expression of the form given in Figure 2 that is appropriate for G. ( 
where replace, whileMerge, select, and merge are defined as follows:
replace :
replace( x, y, nil ) = nil replace( x , y , z tail) = if (x = z) then y replace( x , y , tail) else replace ( x, y , tail) whileMerge : whileMerge(s, ,s 2, L ) = 1 whileMerge( s, , S2 , nil ) = nil whileMerge(sl ,s2 ,x tail )=x . merge (sl ,s2 , tail) merge :
merge(L, sl, s2)=l merge( nil ,s, , S2 ) = nil merge( true . tail,, 1, S2 ) = 1 merge( true . tail, ,nil, s)= nil merge( false . tail, ,s, , 1 ) = 1 merge( false . tail, ,s , nil) = nil merge( true tail, , x~tai12 ,s ) = x . merge( tail, , tai12 ,s ) merge( false . tail, ,s, x . tai12 ) = x merge( tail, ,s , tai12 ) select: In general, replace generates a copy of a constant value for each time the vertex executes.
-At vertex 5, the function whileMerge produces a value sequence ss for variable x 1 by merging the sequences for x I from vertex 2 and vertex 9 (sequences s z and S9, respectively).
It uses the Boolean value sequence from its control-dependence predecessor (s q) to determine how the two sequences for x, should be merged: u It should be pointed out that the PRG semantics are non-standard in one respect: they are more dejined than the standard semantics in the case of inmrts on which the program does not terminate. On such /nputs, the sequence of values computed at a program point according to the standard operational semantics has been shown to be a prefix of the value sequence associated with the program point in the PRG semantics. (Roughly, value sequences transmitted along dependence edges can bypass nonterminating loops.) For inputs on which the program terminates normally, it has been shown that the two sequences are identical [11 ] .
As we show in Section 3, the value-sequence approach provides a clean way to formalize the notions needed to characterize safety conditions for BTAs, namely, "static", "dynamic", "finite", and "infinite" behaviors.
3.
Semantically Static and Semantically Finite Behaviour
As noted in the introduction, the usual notion of a "congruent division" is unsatisfactory in the case of program P, in Example 2.1, since a division that classifies variable X2 at v as static is congruent.
Although various methods have been proposed for a reclassification based on some form of termination or finiteness analysis, in our formulation of these issues v would not be classified as static. Furthermore, the notion of staticness is orthogonal to that of finiteness or boundedness.
We now use the concepts that were introduced in Section 2 to give semantic definitions of static, dynamic, finite, and infinite behaviors. We group vertices in the PRG of a program with similar properties into sets as follows:
Vertices that belong to Static (G) do not require any runtime inputs to compute their values. Some of these vertices are also finite; a specialize can perform the cc~mputation at these vertices, which are termed specializable vertices, without entering into non-terminating computation. With the sets defined above, we are able to provide a formalization of the term "static-infinite computation". 
Definition.
Binding-time analysis bra is saf<' on Gset iff
u A safe bta results in two-phase specialization that is guaranteed to terminate for all programs, including those that contain static-infinite computations.
A natural way of weakening the condition on safety is to restrict the set of input programs to those that do not contain static-infinite computations:
Definition.
Binding-time analysis bta is conditionally safe on Gset iff V G E Gset, Sbr,,(G) c Static (G).
El
This definition is the tool with which one can formalize the notion of "a BTA for which the specialization phase terminates, assuming that the program contains no staticinfinite computations":
Lemma.
For a set of PRGs Gset that contains no staticinfinite PRG, 105 bta is conditionally safe on Gset * bta is safe on Gset. Our task is now to justify this from a semantic standpoint-in particular, to show that this is a conditionally safe BTA. We do this by presenting the Strong-Staticness BTA as the fixed point of an abstract interpretation that is consistent with the PRG semantics defined in Section 2.2. This interpretation is defined by the following recursive equation (see Figure  3 ) which resembles the PRG equation from Section 2.2: F. =~f~.)w. E&(v,fa) u Fa is continuous on a finite domain (a given G has a finite number of vertices). Hence, the fixed point is always reached in a finite number of steps. In fact, the abstract semantics merely encodes a reachability problem on the PRG whose solution can be obtained in time linear in the size of G, In order to demonstrate that the Strong-Staticness BTA is conditionally safe (i. e., that a vertex is marked 'S' at the fixed point only if it is strongly static), we compare the results of F and F~using an abstraction function abs, as shown in Figure 4 . abs takes an element of type VertexFunc from the concrete domain, determines whether that maps a vertex to a chain of sequences (possibly  uncompleted) over all inputs, and abstracts the vertex output to 'S' or 'D' accordingly.
The conditional safety of the Strong-Staticness BTA is established by the following sequence of lemmas. (Some of the proofs are omitted for the sake of brevity.) Lemma 5.1. abs is continuous on VertexFunc. Proof. We prove the lemma in two parts: The proof of this property involves a case analysis on the PRG equations. Our next task is to show that, at every step, the vertex function produced by F abstracts to a lower value than that produced by F, at the corresponding step (see Figure 4) . u Phrased differently, Lemma 5.3 says that at every step, if the value produced by Fa at a vertex is 'S' then F produces a chain of sequences over all inputs at the given vertex.
This result, when extended to the fixed points of F, and F, demonstrates that the Strong-Staticness BTA is conditionally safe for all PRGs: Because program slicing can be solved as a reachability problem on the PRG, the computational complexity of the Strong-Staticness BTA is linear in the size of the PRG.
The Weak-Staticness BTA
The Strong-Staticness BTA is a rather restrictive analysis because it always transmits dynamic behaviour through control dependence. This is undesirable in situations where static computations may be nested beneath dynamic predicates, as in programs Pz and PB from Section 3. We define the Weak-Staticness BTA, an analysis that is identical to the Strong-Staticness BTA except at constant assignment vertices, to tackle this problem. The sequence produced at a constant assignment vertex is given by (Figure 2 ):
where jiuncOf (v) is the constant expression and parent(v) is the control predecessor. In the corresponding abstract semantic function used in the Strong-Staticness BTA a 'D' value is produced if parent(v) has a 'D' value, since f i parent (v) determines the length off i v. In the WeakStaticness BTA an 'S' value is produced regardless, the idea being that although f i parent (v) determines the length of f i v, it does not determine the actual values in it (since the same value is produced multiple times).
Example. In program P~from Section 3, the constant assignment X2 := O within the dynamic outer loop is marked 'S' by the Weak-Staticness BTA. As a result, the entire inner loop is marked 'S', and specialization produces is an approximate rational repetition.
The functions at PRG vertices are all structured so that when predecessor sequences u,, u z, " , u~at vertex v are all rational repetitions, the output sequence at v is a rational repetition whose base repeating sequence is at most as long as the least common multiple of the lengths of the base repeating sequences in u I, u z, . .~, u~.
Proceeding as before, we use this property to show that the Weak-Staticness BTA is conditionally safe on all PRGs (that is, we can show the analogue of Theorem 5,4).
5.3, The Bounded-Variation BTA
The Weak-Staticness BTA is also a somewhat restricted analysis because it assumes that the result of using a dynamic condition to choose between static values is dynamic. This is undesirable in situations where static computations nested beneath different branches of a dynamic predicate are used in later computations, as in program P4 from Section 3.
To tackle this problem, we define the Bounded-Variation BTA, an analysis that is identical to the Weak-Staticness BTA except at $~and $cx,~vertices.
The sequence produced at a $,f vertex is given by (Figure 2) :
where ijllode (v ) has a 'D' value, since f i zj'Node (v) determines the values in f i v. In the Bounded-Variation BTA an 'S' value is produced regardless, the idea being that if the data predecessors produce bounded values, the $,f produces bounded values as well, as it produces only values produced at either of its data predecessors.
Example.
In program P5 below, the assignment X3 := Xz is marked 'S' by the Bounded-Variation BTA. [3] .) The possibility of using control dependence during binding-time analysis was hinted at by Jones in a remark about "indirect dependence" caused by predicates of conditional statements [6, pp. 260] , but this direction was not pursued.
In [7] , Jones et al. informally present the notions of oblivious and weakly oblivious programs (in contrast with unoblivious programs), a distinction based on whether a program involves tests on dynamic data. While this is clearly related to control dependence (the test predicate is a control dependence predecessor of statements, within the test structure), the notion of weakly oblivious is stronger than is necessary.
In the context of imperative programs, Meyer presents an approach that uses dynamic annotations rather than a separate BTA phase in order to obtain mcwe efficient residual programs [8] . However, his analysis loses some precision as a result. Furthermore, he omits any discussion of termination by assuming that the program terminates for all inputs, which is a stronger restriction than "absence of static-infinite computation", the condition required for the results of our analyses to be used safely.
In [4] , Hoist uses the notion of in-situ increasing and decreasing parameters to argue about termination of specialization, and hence eliminates the need for any finiteness condition on programs. However he deals with data types (lists) that cannot decrease in an unbounded manner as our data types of interest (integers, reals) can.
Wand presents a correctness criterion for BTA-based partial evaluation of terms in the pure I.-calculus [14] . However, it is not clear to us whether the safety issue that we have examined in the present paper arises in the context of Wand's work.
A second novelty of our work is the use of a valuesequence-oriented semantics for imperative programs instead of a state-oriented semantics.
With the valuesequence semantics, we identify program points as being static or dynamic, whereas state-oriented semantics have been used to identify which variables are static/dynamic at program points (c$ [6]). As we have shown, the valtresequence approach provides a clean way to formalize the notions needed to characterize safety conditions for BTAs, namely, "static", "dynamic", "finite", and "infinite".
We are not aware of any antecedents of the valuesequence approach in the partial-evaluation literature.
